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1.

Introduction

This is the annual report of the Parochial Church Council
(PCC) for the Church of All Saints’, Chilton, Oxfordshire.
It covers the last financial accounting year, which was the
calendar year ending 31 December 2020.
The primary aim of our church and its PCC is the promotion of
the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ according to the
doctrines and practices of the Church of England.

Specifically, our church vision, which was adopted during
2015, is:
“Growing God’s church, wider, deeper and closer”
The PCC works with the Rector, the Rev Dr Jonathan Mobey,
to fulfil this vision.
The details of what our church has been doing over the last
year to further its vision are given in section 2.
This report was approved by the PCC at its meeting on
2 March 2021 and is signed on their behalf by
Rev Dr Jonathan Mobey, Rector and Chair of the PCC.

Signature

Date 2 March 2021
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2.

Review of the year – Benefice activities

Our church forms part of the Benefice of St Matthew’s, Harwell
with All Saints’, Chilton. These two churches, in neighbouring
villages, share a ministry team of one full time stipendiary
member of clergy, two part time non-stipendiary ministers, two
retired clergy and one Licensed Lay Minister with Permission to
Officiate, and two authorised preachers. The churches also share
three paid lay members of staff covering one full time and one part
time post.
Some people from Harwell attend and support church services,
events and groups in Chilton and vice versa – either regularly or
occasionally. There are many other areas of sharing and
co-operation between the two churches, such as safeguarding,
engagement with world mission, and publicity and communications.
For these reasons, the lives of our two church communities are
somewhat intertwined and it is not always possible to delineate
strictly between them in practice. This report therefore covers
activities in both churches.
The last 9 months of 2020 were overshadowed by the Covid-19
pandemic and the ensuing restrictions on face to face contact.
This had a major impact on many aspects of church life and we
had to adapt our activities accordingly. But what has not
changed is our determination to reflect the light and love of the
Lord Jesus Christ into our communities.
2.1

Worship services

Every Sunday in normal times we meet together to worship God,
hear from His Word, pray together, and encourage one another. Our
services range from the quiet, traditional ones from the Book of
Common Prayer, to contemporary, family-friendly ones.
The majority of services in normal times are organ- or piano-led. In
addition, St Matthew’s has an all-age orchestra, which accompanies
on average two services a month and at festivals such as Christmas
and Easter. St Matthew’s also has contributions from a harp-led
string group, a brass group, and a guitar-led band. All Saints’ has a
small regular choir with additional members at festivals.
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During the Covid-19 pandemic our main services moved online, with
a pre-recorded service every Sunday hosted on YouTube, and a
range of other services throughout the year, adapting to the current
social restrictions. These included:
•
•

•

Live, Zoom-based services on Sunday mornings for families and
on occasion for the whole church,
Family services in person, initially in St Matthew’s churchyard,
but then moving inside the church building, with some time all
together, plus separate groups for children, teenagers and
adults.
Small Sunday evening services in person alternating between
All Saints’ (Night Prayer) and St Matthew’s (Evening Prayer),
then moving to telephone-based services during the third
national lockdown

We held services in the churchyard on Remembrance Day in Chilton,
and churchyard Carol Services in both Chilton (once) and Harwell
(twice) during December. On Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
morning we had small communion services in both churches in
addition to online services.

Photo: A socially distanced Remembrance Day service in All Saints’ churchyard;
Bob Girling

Photo: A socially distanced Act of Remembrance at the war graves in Harwell
cemetery; screenshot from livestreamed video
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2.2

Baptisms, weddings and funerals

Baptisms, weddings and funerals are important occasions, both in
their own right, and as pastoral opportunities. The number of these
services can vary enormously from year to year, with the number of
weddings and baptisms in 2020 being very significantly impacted by
the pandemic. Figures for the last three years are shown in Table 1.
Each baptism involves at least one pastoral visit before the service and
follow-up as appropriate. Most baptisms are for children of families
who are not regular attenders at church.
Each wedding involves several meetings with the couples and a
rehearsal, and much liaison and administration, including with the
Church Administrator, organists and vergers/sides people. Most
wedding couples live locally, but some have a connection through
family or having previously lived in the parishes.
Each funeral involves at least one meeting with the next of kin, liaison
with the family, the Funeral Director, organists and vergers/sides
people. Pastoral follow up is carried out by the officiating minister as
appropriate.
St
2020

All Saints’, Chilton
2019

2018

2020

2019

2018

Baptisms

1

5

7

0

4

2

Thanksgivings
for a child

0

2

2

0

0

0

Weddings

0

4

2

0

2

2

Funerals in
church

8

7

15

4

7

2

Thanksgiving
services in
church

0

2

2

0

1

0

Funerals at
crematoria

4

3

4

0

5

0

Interments of
ashes

2

2

2

1

3

1

Table 1: Numbers of baptisms, weddings and funerals
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2.3

Prayer

Prayer continues to be an essential part of the life of our
churches. Until the beginning of the pandemic we had a weekly
prayer meeting held at 8.30am on Saturday mornings at both
churches, and a once a month night prayer led by the choir
and held at All Saints’ on a Wednesday evening at 8.30pm.
There is also a group of people who are part of a Benefice
Prayer Chain. This enables emergency and continuing prayer
for anyone within the church or for issues known to church
members. In addition, both churches maintain a list of
individuals to pray for during the times of intercession in
Sunday services.
2.4

Bell-ringing

St Matthew’s Church tower has eight bells, and All Saints’ tower
has six. Both churches have enthusiastic be r nging teams. The
bells were rung on most Sundays until the beginning of the
pandemic and for weddings, some funerals, and on other
occasions such as quarter peals. Some limited bell ringing took
place on special occasions during the pandemic.
2.5

Youth and Families

Provision for youth and families is an aspect of the Benefice’s
work into which significant resource is invested. This reflects
the acknowledged importance of reaching the young, not
least in growing our churches.
Children & Families Worker (C&FW)
During 2020 donations and pledges from church members were
requested to support the C&FW post for a further 5 years. The
two jobsharers who currently occupy the role were willing to
continue. In the first instance their contracts were extended to
31 March 2021 whilst we wait for news of the implementation
of the Christian Youthwork Trust for the ‘Greater Didcot’ area
(see section 3). The C&FWs would be formally employed by the
Trust if it gets going. Donations/fundraising will be required to
cover the cost of extending the C&FWs’ contracts for the full 5
years irrespective of whether they are employed via the Trust
or by us directly.
7

Children and Young People’s Sunday groups
Between our two churches we provide facilities for children of all
ages on a Sunday.
Prior to the first lockdown in late March 2020, the in-person
church arrangements on a Sunday were:
For babies/toddlers:
A family area at All Saints’ church and a crèche area at
St Matthew’s. Crèche activities are led by helpers on some weeks.

For pre-school and primary school aged children:
At All Saints’, the weekly Pebbles group runs during the 9.30am
service for children “graduating” from the family area. Once a
month, Pebbles is replaced by the Pebbles Family Service in the
village hall next door to the church. This runs concurrently with the
9.30am service in the church building.
In St Matthew’s, Kids’ Church provides a weekly group for all those
in primary school, running concurrently with the adult service.
Crèche children join Kids’ Church for the first prayer and worship
session.
For secondary school aged children:
For those of secondary school age, two weeks out of every four,
Pathfinders at St Matthew’s provides a Bible study during the service.
This age group also benefits from YF, a weekly Sunday evening youth
fellowship program.
For the remaining nine months of the year, the restrictions due
to the Covid-19 pandemic meant that we had to create alternative
Sunday worship opportunities.

During the ‘lockdown’ periods (approximately end March to end
June, plus November) the C&FWs adapted quickly to provide Sunday
sessions suitable for a family audience online. These continued for
December and remain in place as we start 2021 with a third
lockdown.
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During the summer and early autumn, when restrictions
were lifted, socially-distanced in-person Sunday
provision aimed at families resumed at St Matthew’s.
The large indoor and outdoor spaces of this church made
social distancing achievable.
The provision of Sunday groups in 2020 during the
pandemic is described in more detail below.
During the ‘lockdown’ periods, the C&FWs ran a weekly live
combined Kids’ Church and Pebbles group via Zoom. Our core
families all attended regularly and we averaged 10-12 families a
week throughout the whole period. We used Energize material as a
basis for the curriculum. We also set up a Google classroom which
we added content to weekly for those families who did not want to
attend the live Zoom sessions. We also continued the monthly
Pebbles Family Service via Zoom and completed our series on the
Fruit of the Spirit. Our core families attended this regularly too, plus
a few other families, especially during the first couple of months of
lockdown. Rev Jean Barton continued to contribute an accompanying
recorded adult talk which was available on our Google classroom.
Pathfinders likewise continued on Zoom with an average
of 6 young people attending.
From late August to the end of October we provided in-person
Sunday worship aimed at families at St Matthew’s. The number of
families attending increased compared to their online equivalents
although a couple of families were unable to attend due to shielding.
To start with these in-person Sunday sessions were held on the
church lawn outside, using picnic blankets to aid social distancing
between family groups. Once the weather turned colder, we moved
inside the church building and wore face masks as well as maintaining
social distancing.
We took the opportunity to add more depth for the adults at these
in-person Sunday sessions. We achieved this on alternate weeks
via a format which we called ‘Family Sunday’. On these weeks, we
gathered together for worship and prayer at the start then split into
groups for primary aged children (i.e. the equivalent of Pebbles and
Kids Church), Pathfinders and three adult groups initially.
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With Pathfinders, the numbers attending in person increased and
so we split into two groups – one for sixth formers and one for
younger secondary school aged children.
In the adult group a Bible reading was provided along with some
questions to discuss. The adults were then encouraged to pray
together. When adults were no longer able to meet in mixedhousehold groups of six indoors, they gathered in the chancel to
be led from the front with a talk and reflection session. All groups
then rejoined for a final song and prayer. We felt this service style
worked well and seemed to be well received. We hope to return to
something similar when we are able to meet together again.
Summer Holiday Club
Holiday Club is now an established annual event in the Benefice.
With lockdown restrictions easing during summer 2020 we decided
to run a slimmed down version of Holiday Club in order to keep
within Government regulations on gatherings of primary school
aged children and to enable a Covid-secure environment.
Holiday Club ran over 3 weeks in July and August and was attended
by a total of 45 children (15 per week). It took place in the Church
Hall in Harwell. We used Scripture Union Wonderzone material
which worked well. We were pleased to have been able to offer
something, even though it was very different from usual. Parents
were very grateful we had been able to run something in such a
difficult year.

Photo: Holiday Club week 1; Jane Woolley
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Fledgelings
Fledgelings is a term time group for pre-school aged children and
their parents/carers. The group provides play and activities for
the children and company and conversation for the adults. The
sessions incorporate a ‘See & Know’ singing and story-time with
an explicitly Christian curriculum.
During January-March 2020 we ran the usual two morning
sessions per week – one in Harwell church and one in Chilton
Community Hall.
During the first lockdown and summer term Fledglings met
weekly online instead to enable the adults to chat together. The
C&FW recorded 17 sessions of ‘See and Know’ through lockdown
which was available to access from our website at any time. The
C&FW also set up a Fledgelings WhatsApp group for each parish
to help people stay in touch.
In September and October we were able to return to face to face
Fledgelings in St Matthew’s church with its large spaces. We ran two
sessions of an hour each on both Mondays and Wednesdays. We
limited attendance at each session to 8 families. Families had to try as
far as possible to remain socially distanced on blankets they brought
with them. Each child was provided with their own tray of toys. We
continued with our ‘See and Know’ session led from the front which
also included a pack with instrument, bible and craft per child.
During the November lockdown we continued to meet but with just
one session on a Monday and a Wednesday. This enabled us to have
enough sets of items for each to be used just once a week so that
there was no cross-contamination. This still provided enough spaces to
meet demand except on a couple of weeks where we were
oversubscribed. We then gave priority the next week to those who had
been unable to attend the previous week.
At Christmas we allowed slightly more families to attend sessions and
we found that these were still manageable. We had a socially distanced
meeting with Father Christmas which was lovely and worked well.
Fledgelings has continued to be well received during 2020, especially
when we were able to resume face to face between September and
December. We are pleased we were able to run the sessions.
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Fledgelings has continued to grow during 2020 and has attracted
new members. This has been of great encouragement both to
those families and to us.

Schools

St Matthew’s and All Saints’ have continued opportunities
to collaborate with both Harwell and Chilton Primary
Schools. The Primary Schools were closed to most pupils
and outside visitors from the end of March until the end
of June due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Before the first lockdown, one of the C&FWs, along with
the Associate Minister, took assemblies about Lent in both
schools.
During the first lockdown, the same C&FW also contributed to two
online assemblies for Harwell School, and has continued to
volunteer for the ‘Wellbeing group’ at the school when this has
been allowed to run.
Until the first lockdown, a team of volunteers joined with the
Associate Minister to lead the well-established, well-attended
weekly after-school club, Y-Club, in Chilton School. Since then, in
common with other after-school mixed year group provision,
Y-Club has been unable to run.
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Community & Special Events for children and
families
Looking for further opportunities to share the Gospel and to
have a positive impact on the community, we provided a
number of special events this year. Many of our normal such
activities were adapted in view of the Covid-19 pandemic.
At Easter we put on an online Easter trail. Each day we
released part of the Easter story, a song and a craft on our
website.
Every Wednesday afternoon during the first lockdown we held a
‘Praise Party’ where families came together to dance and sing
to some worship songs, and to pray together.
At the end of October we held a ‘Light Party’ in St Matthew’s
church which was attended by 14 families. It was a fun and
encouraging event which we were pleased to be able to hold in
person.
In December we ran ‘Advent Windows’ (instead of the usual
Advent Doors) in both villages. Each day, part of the Christmas
story was displayed visually in the window of a different house,
with accompanying text provided on the church website. Over 80
families signed up to take part. The windows looked beautiful and
we had good feedback from participants.

Photo: An Advent window: Alison Gale
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In December we also provided 60 packs for families to make
Christmas Tree decorations – either for their own tree or for the
tree at one of our churches.
Normally we hold just one Crib Service in the run up to Christmas
and this is at St Matthew’s. In 2020 we ran three Crib services two at St Matthew’s and one at All Saints’ to meet the anticipated
demand in the face of reduced capacity due to social distancing
requirements. These services were well attended.
2.6

Evangelism & Discipleship

Our churches seek to fulfil the Great Commission to make
disciples through loving service, evangelism and discipleship –
sharing the good news of Jesus in word and deed and helping
individuals to grow in faith. This is done through our worship
services but also through other groups and activities.
In 2020 we ran an online (Zoom) Alpha Course and a
Christianity Explored Course. Towards the end of the year
we also set up a number of ‘Zoom Connect’ groups, which
met online weekly for 40 minutes to read the Bible, discuss
and pray together.
Home groups play an important part in nurturing the spiritual
development and pastoral care of church members. These groups
meet regularly (usually weekly) to read the Bible together, to pray,
and to support one another in the Christian life. Most groups have
members from both parishes. There are groups meeting in the
mornings, afternoons and evenings, covering all ages, from
parents with toddlers to those who are retired. The groups are always
happy for new members to join. During the pandemic groups adapted
to the social restrictions by meeting outdoors and online where
necessary, and maintaining contact with members by phone.

A Home Group Zoom Christmas Party; Sarah Barrett
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For the first half of Lent 2020 we ran ‘The Grace Course’, but
were unable to complete the course due to the pandemic. Some
attendees were Home group members who switched temporarily
to the ‘central’ group. Other attendees were people who do not
currently attend a Home group.
Our churches part-fund the Didcot and Wallingford Area CAP
(Christians Against Poverty) Debt Centre which was set up
in January 2015 to cover just Wallingford and expanded in
January 2017. The Centre’s formal aims are:

The relief of poverty by providing a debt counselling and
debt management service

The advancement of Christianity in Didcot, Wallingford and
the surrounding area.

The Centre employs a Centre Manager and a Debt Coach who
between them are currently able to take on three new clients each
month, supported by church members who befriend and support
the client families.
In 2020 we saw 8 local individuals and families go completely debt
free and no longer needing to deal with the stress of creditors
chasing them, feelings of guilt, shame and inadequacy, or trying to
hide their situation from loved ones. Others were on management
plans working towards that day. In 2020 one client that we know
of has prayed a salvation prayer to Jesus. Many more clients are
being loved, blessed and supported - and many are exploring
further on the Money Course, Alpha Courses or coming along to
church. Clients benefitted from practical help, gifts, food parcels,
Christmas hampers, and attended a Chilli Supper and Quiz at St
Matthew’s just before the first national lockdown.
A highly committed team of trained Money Coaches
(complemented by those with welcoming/hospitality talents) in
our churches continue to offer CAP Money Courses. Due to the
pandemic take-up has been understandably low, but running the
course online has opened up new opportunities.
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2.7 Pastoral Care
The Pastoral Care teams (and many individual
members of our churches) take on quiet practical support for those in
need of help, whether short or long-term, at home or, for example, in
hospital. Oversight of pastoral care in the Benefice is the
responsibility of Rev Pam Rolls.
There is a pastoral care team in each parish. In Chilton, the team
operates under the leadership of Mrs Audrey Slater. In Harwell, the
team has become very small and we are still prayerfully and carefully
seeking a new leader for it.
Pastoral Care to our parishioners is much enhanced by the involvement
of Rev Jan Radford through her chaplaincy role in the John Radcliffe
Hospital in Oxford.
Funerals provide special opportunities for ministering to our
parishioners. Funeral ministry is usually carried out by our clergy or
by licensed or approved lay leaders, with follow-up visits to bereaved
families taking place wherever possible. In recent years we have held
an annual All Souls’ service at which we remember loved ones who
have died but, because of the Covid-19 crisis, we were not able to
meet together in church for this in 2020. Instead, our online service
at the beginning of November reflected an All Souls’ theme.
Home Communions are taken four times a year to parishioners
who are not very mobile – Easter, summer, Harvest and Christmas.
During 2020 this ministry was severely curtailed but a few home
communions were administered to housebound parishioners.
Generation Gold services, initiated by Rev Jan Radford and
Rev Pam Rolls in 2015, were continued in 2020 but largely in a
different format. At our March service our theme was rainbows and
God’s promises. Unfortunately we were unable to meet together for
the other three quarterly services because of the Covid-19
restrictions. Instead we delivered gift packs to members of the
Generation Gold congregation.
In June we sent out tea bags and invited members to remember each
other as they drank their tea. The accompanying letter included the
text of Psalm 23 and gave a reflection on the Psalm, encouraging
members to remember that God walks with us.
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In September cream teas were dispatched with a
letter giving some thoughts on Jesus feeding the
5,000 and inviting members to place themselves
in the story in an Ignatian-style reflection.
In December we issued Advent Boxes which
contained a variety of goodies with a letter
that reminded members about the account of
the angels telling the shepherds of Jesus’ birth
and assuring them ‘do not be afraid’.
Photo: Cream tea box; Pam Rolls
We were very grateful to the team of helpers who delivered the
gifts and we were overwhelmed by the positive response we
received from members in the form of phone calls, e-mails and
cards. It was clear that our members appreciated that they were
being remembered and supported.
Both our Churches have continued to collect non-perishable food
for Didcot Emergency Foodbank throughout the year, with a
special collection in both churches at Harvest time. In this
exceptional year of Covid, food for 3,044 adults and children was
issued (includes repeat visits).
Church members gave personal and corporate support to the
community ‘good neighbour’ schemes which ran during the
pandemic lockdowns - Harwell Helpers and Chilton Mutual Aid
2.8 Social and Community
Our churches host various social events for the benefit and care
of the church and wider community.
Harwell Evergreens is an afternoon social group for
older residents and the All Saints’ Women’s Group in Chilton offers
evening fellowship. Both groups serve both parishes and invite
speakers on a wide variety of subjects.
Evergreens was able to hold its first two meetings of the year.
During the rest of the year, the leader kept in touch with members
via:
• a letter to be delivered to each member in September to
reassure them that they hadn’t been forgotten and that the
group would meet again as soon as it was able
• a Christmas card delivered to each member
• telephone calls to individuals where appropriate
17

The Women’s Group was able to hold its first three meetings of the
year in All Saints’ church. It sold over 100 tickets for its Charity
Quiz Night which then suddenly had to be postponed due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
During the spring and summer the Women’s Group kept in touch
with phone calls, puzzles and a few doorstep chats at a safe
distance. In September, the Group were able to meet together
again at All Saints’ albeit in a socially-distanced way. From
October onwards the Group met electronically via Zoom and
celebrated Christmas with readings and carols.
The Women’s Group has continued to raise money for charity via
its charity market (which became a garden gate stall when it was
not safe to run a public event). Items for sale included books,
plants, face-masks, jam, chutney, and home baked items. In this
way £7,013.65 was raised for different charities. This included
£352.00 for Christian Aid via plant sales, and £250.00 for the
Chilton Mutual Aid Group via book sales. In addition, to challenge
the possible boredom of lockdown, six cryptic quiz sheets were
compiled and sold raising £1,130.00 for six different
charities including “End Polio Now” and “Seesaw”.
Before the pandemic, St Matthew’s Church hosted a
Repair Café in February with logistical and hospitality
support provided by the Explorer Scout Unit .
In October we held a Harvest Festival Celebration Week during
which members of the community were invited to view the glorious
floral displays which had been specially created in both of our
churches. Attendees were given the opportunity to say a prayer of
thanks to God in an interactive activity. They could also drop off
packets and tins of non-perishable food for the Didcot Foodbank.

Photos: Some of the floral displays in Harvest Festival Celebration Week

Other social and community activities which normally pepper the
year were unable to take place in 2020 due to the pandemic.
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2.9 World Mission
The World Missions Group is a small group which proposes to each
PCC how each church could spend its World Mission budget. There
were additional appeals and collections during the year focused on
Tear Fund and Didcot Emergency Foodbank at Harvest in October
and Oxford Women’s Refuge in December.
We focus our World Mission financial support and prayer around
the Anglican Five Marks of Mission. The Marks and the
corresponding organisations are:
1.

To proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom: Mission
Aviation Fellowship (MAF). The work of MAF enables mission
workers to reach difficult and isolated places to share
Christianity.

2.

To teach, baptize and nurture new believers: Scripture
Union (SU). Through Bible studies, resources and camps SU
aims to share the Christian faith and disciple, in particular,
children and young people.

3.

To respond to human need by loving service: The Leprosy
Mission (TLM). TLM diagnoses, treats and offers specialist care
such as reconstructive surgery, as well as rehabilitation
programmes and health education in communities.

4.

To transform unjust structures of society, to challenge
violence of every kind and pursue peace and reconciliation.
Christian Solidarity Worldwide (CSW). CSW is a Christian
organisation working in over 20 countries across Asia, Africa,
the Middle East and Latin America, defending everyone’s right
to freedom of religion or belief.

5.

To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation, and
sustain and renew the life of the earth. ‘A Rocha’, a
Christian Conservation organisation who work in the UK
and internationally.

During 2020 we continued to support a number of mission personnel:
Heather and David Sharland with Church Mission Society; Endri and
Dyshi Tabacu of The Light of the World church in Albania and John Abu
Bakker with Fellowship For Neighbours, India. We also give a small
amount of support to Christine Perkins who worked for Pioneers until
recently.
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We hope to re-establish sharing news with the wider church family
about the organisations and people we support in 2021, as we have
done in previous years. We would love more people to join the
World Mission Group and we are praying for this.
2.10

Staffing

Over the last five years or so, the Benefice has increased its
investment in paid staff. Currently it funds two paid roles:
•

A Benefice Administrator and PA to the Rector –
20 hours per week (see section below for more on this)

•

A Children & Families Worker – working 40 hours per week
– currently a job share (see section 2.5 for activities).

This investment reflects the following factors:
•

The increasing administrative and communications
workload

•

The strategic decision that young children and
their families should be a key area of focus for us
The gradual reduction in availability of volunteer time due
to societal trends.

The employment of paid staff is a large responsibility – both
financially and in managerial terms. In recognition of this, the
Benefice established an Employment sub-committee of the Joint
PCC in April 2017.
Administrative support
The Benefice has a paid Administrator working 20 hours per week. A
key focus of the role is communications activity. There are also
various records, documents, bookings and practical arrangements to
organise.
In a normal year, the Administrator creates and prints service and
notice sheets each week and the Ridgeway Broadsheet magazine 8
times each year; produces an Easter card and a Christmas card to
promote special services and events; updates the calendar, rotas
and news items on the church website; posts Facebook messages;
manages St Matthew’s Church Hall bookings, prepares various
reports for the Diocese, Christian Copyright Licensing International,
and the County Council; manages the office; and provides PA
support to the Rector.
20

The 2020 church Christmas card delivered to
every home in the Benefice

In 2020 the focus of the Administrator’s work shifted away from
the production of materials to support in-person worship services
and towards supporting the production of weekly online worship
services. The Administrator also supported several online
discipleship groups during the year – Alpha, Christianity Explored
and the ‘Connect’ groups mentioned in section 2.6.

3.

Looking forward – key plans and challenges

As part of our vision-setting for 2020 and beyond, our churches
continued to use the ‘Parish Planning Tool’ to discern ‘where God is
at work and join in’ with the aim of carrying those things forward ‘in
new and transformed ways’.

The formal process stalled somewhat with the pandemic, but is
re-starting afresh in 2021 by focusing on PCC, Senior Leadership
Team and church-wide prayer meetings.
A key challenge – and opportunity – for 2021 will be to agree on a
pattern of services as social distancing restrictions ease and building
on our experience of online church. Online church has a number of
positive aspects, including accessibility to enquirers, those who are
housebound, and those whose work or family commitments mean
they are unable to attend in-person church services. We continue to
explore possibilities for collaborative work with other churches/
organisations in certain areas/ministries, such as we have been
doing with CAP, which serves those in debt. Work on establishing a
Christian Youthwork Trust to minister amongst the young people/
secondary schools of the ‘Greater Didcot’ area has continued.
Raising and stewarding both human and financial resources is an
ongoing challenge, but we are mindful that where we are following
God’s lead, he will provide the means for His work to be done.
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4.

Governance and structure

The Parochial Church Council (PCC) is a corporate body established
by the Church of England. The PCC operates under the Parochial
Church Council Powers Measure.
St Matthew’s, Harwell and All Saints’, Chilton each has its own PCC.
Both PCCs met four times during 2020 – once in person and three
times remotely via Zoom.
The method of appointment of PCC members is set out in the Church
Representation Rules. The membership of the PCC consists of all
clergy licensed to the Benefice, Churchwardens, Deanery Synod
members and other lay members elected by those on the Electoral Roll
of the church. All those who attend our services / members of the
congregation are encouraged to register on the Electoral Roll and
stand for election to the PCC.
The PCC members are responsible for making decisions on all matters
of general concern and importance to the parish including deciding on
how the funds of the PCC are to be spent.
Given its wide responsibilities, the PCCs operate through a number of
committees. Each committee deals with a particular aspect of parish
life. The committees report back regularly at PCC meetings, with
minutes of their meetings or their decisions and recommendations
being received and discussed as necessary. The Rector is
automatically a member of every committee.
Standing Committee
This is the only committee required by Church law. It meets or
liaises occasionally when there are urgent decisions to be made
between PCC meetings. It consists of the clergy, Churchwardens
and the Treasurer plus the Vice-chair and the Secretary.
Combined PCC

For efficiency and convenience St Matthew’s, Harwell PCC and All
Saints’, Chilton PCC regularly hold Combined PCC meetings, where
members of the two PCCs come together to discuss matters that are
common to both parishes. Meetings of the Joint PCC (see below)
are held as part of Combined PCC meetings. As such, voting by Joint
PCC members on any decisions required by the Joint PCC generally
follows discussion by the Combined PCC.
The Combined PCC met twice during 2020. In addition to this,
members of the Joint PCC (see below) met once in July.
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Joint PCC
The Pastoral Measure provides for a Joint PCC in addition to the
separate PCCs of our two churches. It comprises the clergy,
Churchwardens and the Treasurer plus the Vice-chair and the
Secretary of each PCC.
The two PCCs can agree to place in the hands of the Joint PCC any
matters involving both parishes. So far, the PCCs have delegated
responsibility for the following matters to the Joint PCC:
•
•
•

Safeguarding
Staffing
Data compliance.
Safeguarding
The Benefice complies fully with national and Church of England
law on safeguarding. In 2020 the Benefice’s Safeguarding
Officer was Mr Mel Gibson and Mrs Judy Gold was Deputy
Safeguarding Officer. The Joint PCC reviews and approves
the Safeguarding Policy annually.

Staffing
The Benefice Employment Committee is concerned with
meeting the statutory regulations around employment, ensuring
the performance and development of staff employed by the PCCs
is carried out, and recruitment procedures.
Data compliance

In 2020 further work was undertaken to ensure that the
churches are compliant with new data governance legislation
(GDPR).
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5.

Finance - All Saints’ Chilton

Setting a budget and monitoring the income and expenditure
of the church are key responsibilities of the PCC.
The Finance Committee oversees the finances of the PCC by
monitoring income and expenditure, budgeting and reviewing the
planned giving.
Financially 2020 was of course greatly impacted by the arrival of
Covid-19. The main financial income of the Church (Pledges,
Plate, Parish Giving Scheme (PGS) and Gift Aid ) decreased by
over £9,000 compared to 2019. Plated income was particularly
impacted because regular services were suspended for the
majority of the year. Although some of the pledged income
ceased we were extremely grateful to those who managed to
continue to give in this way. The number of people using the
Parish Giving Scheme (PGS) increased in 2020 which really helped
as the Gift Aid portion follows the donation promptly.
There were a number of Unrestricted donations towards the
end of the year which gave us the ability to pretty much cover
all our committed expenses in the year. The fees payable to
the Church, unsurprisingly, fell considerably due to the fact we
were unable to hold services such as weddings in the year.
The Fledgelings group generated a small amount of welcome
donations but of course due to the fact they couldn’t meet this
was much less than in previous years.
The expenditure for the year was £39,000, down by £5,000 on
2019. This was covered by the general income of £35,500,
with the opening balance of the general fund. Thus leaving
the general fund with little to carry forward into 2021. As with
the previous year, All Saints’ was fortunate to be able to pay
in full its Parish Share allocation (£25,000) and once again pay
the allocated Charities and Missions donations of £4,100. This
has happened for the second consecutive year, something
which has not been achieved for a significant number of years!
The decrease in expenditure was down to both the reduced
running cost of the church and the joint benefice contribution.
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Churchyard maintenance costs were supported by a generous grant
from the Parish Council.
The Parish Share is our contribution to the Diocese, to cover the
cost of stipendiary clergy, training and support plus Diocesan
Mission. This is our main expense representing 64% of our
expenditure and accounting for 70% of our total income (but 90%
of our regular income). The Parish Share for 2020 was similar to
that of 2019, which was as expected as we were able to obtain a
discount based on payment terms. In 2021 it will be slightly less.
The Diocese is now expecting the Deanery to cover its costs,
which it is still not quite achieving, so the annual rise is slightly
more than the rise in the actual cost in order to achieve the
objective.
One third of the costs of the dedicated Children and Families
Workers employed by the benefice continue to be underwritten by
the PCC. There has been very generous support for this initiative
and in the past this has been funded by restricted donations,
however as reported last year, there was likely to be a deficit in
2020. Unfortunately, this turned out to be the case but on a
positive note it was less than was anticipated due to some
additional donations late in the year. Thank-you to those that
rallied behind this excellent and valuable work.
The PCC undertook the major project of replacing the gravel paths
in the churchyard in 2015, as these were uneven and difficult to
maintain. They were replaced by a wider resin bound path which
has improved ease of access considerably, amongst other benefits.
The cost of £19,000 was underwritten by the PCC and there still
remains a £1,700 shortfall from the legacies, donations and fund
raising that have already been received. The shortfall is much
reduced again this year thanks to a number of generous donations.

It has been standard practice for the PCC to give 15% of its income to Charities & Missions, divided into overseas based (10%)
and home based (5%). A further 2.5% is normally allocated to an
Emergency Aid Fund. The latter was suspended for the year, as it
has been in the last few years. Going forward the PCC decided to
reduce the Charities & Missions giving for 2021 to 10%, although
this could be reviewed during the year in the light of the current
position.
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The total payment for Charities & Missions for the year from the
general fund was £4,000 with an additional £200 being paid out of
the restricted Charities & Mission fund.
There was an additional restricted fund opened in the year as a
result of the Covid-19 pandemic. The church is supporting the
Chilton Mutual Aid group, formed by people in Chilton village, by
providing a mechanism to run the finances of the group. The group
itself was formed to support villagers requiring help due to the crisis.
All Saints’ was able to meet its budgeted commitments in full in 2020,
which was not an insignificant achievement given the circumstances,
however the general fund was exhausted as a result. The PCC is
extremely grateful to all those regular and non-regular givers plus all
those who gave additional financial support during the year. Without
all this support our goals would not have been achieved. Thank-you.
I’m sure it goes without saying that 2021 is going to be a challenge,
but maybe in slightly different ways to 2020. Given what was
achieved in 2020 this is a very encouraging position and with a
continued positive push there is a real hope of being able to
continue to run and maintain the Church, meet our Charities and
Mission goals, and cover the true cost of ministry via the Parish
Share.
Once again we are most grateful to all those who have very
generously supported the Church in many ways including giving.
Reserves Policy
It is the policy of the PCC to maintain a balance on unrestricted
funds, where possible, which equates to at least six months of
running costs to cover emergency situations that might arise from
time to time.
Although the general fund has now returned more or less to parity,
following a few years in deficit, it has still not been possible to meet
the reserve policy. However, the PCC is fortunate in that there are
other funds, (although restricted or designated) enabling the policy
to be met.
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Should an emergency situation arise then a loan from one of these
funds could be made to enable the Church to continue to function.
It is the policy of the PCC to invest our funds with the CBF Church
of England.
Stuart Gibson
Treasurer

6.

Fabric

Overview
To the best of the Fabric Committee’s knowledge the structure of our
church is sound and the churchyard in good order. The professional
five yearly Quinquennial inspection however, is due in September and
it is then that we will receive a very detailed assessment of the
condition of All Saints’.
Work that we know is currently required
We find it helpful to differentiate between jobs that are generally
required only once and those that need repeating at regular intervals.
In the one off category there are currently a total of 31 jobs for
action. Of these, 15 are for action by volunteer Task Specialists and
16 by professionals.
In the repeating category there are a total of 53 jobs listed with
repeat intervals anywhere between 1 and 12 years. 39 jobs are
currently up to date leaving 14 for action, 13 by our volunteer Task
Specialists and 1 professional.
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Work completed during the year
One off repair jobs.
M133 Attend to chancel high level light not working.
M132 Install new flood light to illuminate East window.
M131 Three headstones realigned and one transferred to lean
against wall.
M127 Numerous adjustments carried out to tower clock to improve
time keeping.

M126 Broken chain link oak post removed and new pre-treated
post fitted.
M125 Main door lock refurbished.
M124 Considerable amount of excess burial soil lifted and
redistributed round churchyard.
M123 Numerous tree branches blown down in gales collected and
burnt.

M122 A number of sunken graves and various holes built up.
M121 Double power socket by safe in vestry replaced.
M117 Heater not working in vestry. Fault traced to heater itself so
new up-rated heater installed.
M99

Defects highlighted in Electrical Installation Condition Report
corrected.

M89

Feasibility study completed and trees planted in memory of
David Benn and Grace Mein.

M55

Rose bushes by side of path removed and area allowed to
remain fallow to combat disease.
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Repeating maintenance jobs.
B9

Check of tower to roof joints for signs of water leakage.

B8

Fire Safety. Annual appliance check by contractor and risk
assessment revised by task specialist.

B8

Vestry fire alarm battery replaced.

B1

Check for woodworm attack under porch roof.

C10 Treat inside of Main door and Priest’s door with Danish oil.
C9

Christmas tree collected installed and removed.

C2

Treat inside of Lower and Upper room windows with Danish oil.

C1

Treat inside of Lower room and Toilet door with Danish oil.

D14 Treat outside of Main door and Priest’s door with Danish oil.
D11 Treat outside of Lower room and Toilet door with Danish oil.
D4

Apply clear Barrettine to new Humfry Stevenson gates after
preparation.

D1

Exterior of upper room window treated with Danish oil.

D1a Apply Danish oil to outside of Lower room windows.
E6a Check of lightning conductor ribbon from ground level as per
insurance company request.
E1

Portable Appliance Test.

G12 Sheds cleared and tidied.
G11 Grass cutting completed and contract negotiated for next
year.
G9

Pressure wash all resin bound paths.

G8

General Churchyard work throughout the year.

G6

Cursory check of all trees.

G5

Borders dug over in Garden of Remembrance.

G2

West hedge cut.

G1

Considerable attention given to north hedge area.
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Thank you
Of the above 39 jobs completed, no less than 34 were handled in
house by volunteers, representing an estimated saving to the
church of about £2500.
A very big thank you to John Pigott, Alex Reich and Judith Russell
for all their excellent work whether on the Fabric committee or as
Task specialists. Also thank you to Jeff Stopps for giving expert
advice on important building issues when asked.
Thank you to Andrew Wells, Tom Barrett, Peter Shields and Jeremy
Sanderson for their willingness to help. Once the weather and
pandemic restrictions ease I look forward to us being able to tackle
the French drain area by the South Wall in line with our architect’s
brief.
Finally, a very sincere thank you to everyone who gave their
valuable time or helped financially to look after All Saints’ in 2020.
There are I know many of you.

Andrew Hayes.

Fabric Committee Chair.
25 January 2021.
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Appendix 1: Administrative information

All Saints’ church is situated on Church Hill, Chilton. It is part of
the Wallingford Deanery in the Diocese of Oxford within the
Church of England.
The correspondence address is:
The Rectory
Church Lane
Harwell
Didcot
OX11 0EZ
The Rector is Rev Dr Jonathan Mobey.
The Independent Examiner of the PCC financial accounts is:
Mrs Jane Moreton
Harrow House
Burr Street
Harwell
Didcot
OX11 0DT
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Appendix 2: All Saints’ church membership
The Electoral Roll is a list of those entitled to vote at the Annual
Parochial Church Meeting. It is also a crude indicator of church
membership.
The Electoral Roll is maintained by Carol Pigott. The number on
the roll stood at 68 (it was 70 at April 2019).
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Appendix 3: All Saints’ PCC membership
From September 2020 to March 2021, the membership of
All Saints’ PCC has been:
Clergy
Rev Dr Jonathan Mobey (the Incumbent)
Rev Pam Rolls (Associate Minister)
Rev Janet Radford (Assistant Minister)
Churchwardens
Mrs Yvonne Sanderson

(First elected 2017)

Mrs Judith Russell

(First elected 2020)

Elected Deanery Synod representatives
Vacant
(entitled to 2 representatives at 2021)
Other elected representatives
Mr Chris Pollard

(2 years from 2019)

Mrs Hazel Benton

(3 years from 2019)

Dr Phil Corbishley

(3 years from 2019)

Dr Pat Moseley

(3 years from 2019)

Mr Alex Reich

(3 years from 2020)

Mr Stuart Gibson (Treasurer)

(3 years from 2020)

Mr John Pigott

(3 years from 2020)
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If you would like to see a copy of
Annual Report in
large print, or to
any parts of particular interest,
contact the Church Administrator
01235 834256
or via our
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